


























– Magnetohydrodynamics thermofluid issues and thermo‐hydraulic aspects
– Simulations of plasma transport out of the confinement region to determine heat and 
particle loads on plasma facing components
The authors gathered together around the idea of writing such a review



















No Breeding Blanket has ever been built or tested crucial role of computer modelling!
Many different choices can be made for the 
blankets, leading to plenty of designs






































Neutron irradiation causes activation of the structural materials up to the
bioshield, with wide distribution of the radioactive sources, including activation
of cooling water.





Use of CAD‐to‐MC geometry conversion is an inevitable part of the neutronics modelling process
Decay gamma transport must be taken into account for Shut‐Down Dose Rate (SDDR) calculations –
challenge to combine neutron transport and activation
Two integrated modelling approaches have been developed, T1 and T2:
Type T1 is CAD‐to‐MC geometry conversion modeling which allows the most accurate
reproduction of the actual design and closest correspondence to reality to be achieved
Type T2 is the methodology of Shut Down Dose Rate calculations including transport of decay






[Ref. 1] D.Grosse et al., Status of the McCad geometry conversion tool and related visualization capabilities for 3D fusion
neutronics calculations, Fusion Eng. Des. 88 (2013) 2210-2214.
[Ref. 2] L. Lu et al., Development of McCad as an Integrated Interface Tool for the CAD to MC Geometry Conversion, M&C 2017,













[Ref. 3] M. Majerle et al., Verification and validation of the R2Smesh approach for the calculation of high
resolution shutdown dose rate distributions, Fusion Eng. Des. 87 (2012) 443–447.
[Ref. 4] P. Pereslavtsev et al., Novel approach for efficient mesh based Monte Carlo shutdown dose rate




















































MAIA is based on the coupling
between ANSYS and MCNP
Enhancement of MAIA procedure
Application of MAIA procedure for water
activation analysis.
Direct coupling of neutronic analysis (N isotopes










































































Blanket structural material 
(e.g. Eurofer)


























Thermal and damage gradients
internal stresses cracking 







Helium: Effects of 
impurities, 














































Processes that occur under irradiation during normal operation










Atomistic kinetic Monte Carlo
Object kinetic Monte Carlo / Phase field models
Mean Field Cluster Dynamics (no volume)
(Semi-)empirical correlations (high dose)
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What happens if we test a material after
irradiation? Change of mechanical properties
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1 – 100 mm Length scale1‐100 m 0.1 – 1 m
Timescale not really meaningful: strain at 


























Molecular dynamics Dislocation dynamics Crystal plasticity Continuum mechanics


































Helium: Effects of 
impurities, 


























Lack of comprehensive 
mesoscale physical models 
for compatibility issues
Lack of physical mesoscale models describing internal 
stresses, crack initiation/propagation, … He effects 
Open issues and new trends
• Connect different scales:
– Currently multiscale modelling = sequential use of single‐scale tools with input from
higher fidelity models
• Allow for effects of heterogeneity and chemical complexity:
– Contradiction between averaging at higher scale and local phenomena triggering e.g. 
crack initiation
• Lack of full understanding of physical mechanisms:
– True for most compatibility issues (e.g. IASCC, LME … effects of localisation? See
above)
• Computational cost:
– Limited representative volumes/timescales accessible to high fidelity models
• New trends:
– Machine learning and data‐driven modelling
• Possible strategy:
– Filter information, remain with 1st order effects – physics cannot be forgotten
– Take local information to higher scale (with the the help of machine learning?)





 MHD. The motion of electrically conducting 
breeder/coolant in magnetic field induces 
electric currents, which interact with the 
magnetic field, resulting in strong Lorentz 
forces (4 to 5 orders of magnitude higher 
than hydrodynamic forces) that modify the 
flow in many ways. 
 Heat transfer. The flowing LM and the 
surrounding structure absorb volumetric and 
surface heat resulting in high, strong-
gradient temperature field in the liquid and 
the solid.
 Mass transfer. (1) Li or PbLi are 
chemically aggressive, causing corrosion of 
structural and functional materials. (2) Once 
generated, Tritium is conveyed by the 




















• FLUENT – commercial multi‐purpose CFD solver with a built‐in 
MHD module 
• CFX – commercial multi‐purpose CFD solver with a user‐developed 
MHD module
• SC/TETRA – commercial multi‐purpose CFD solver with a built‐in 
MHD module 
• OpenFoam – open‐source multi‐purpose CFD solver with a build‐in 
electrodynamics module or user‐developed MHD module
• FLUIDYN ‐ CFD and multi‐physics solver with build‐in MHD 
capabilities by TRANSOFT International
• UCAS (China) – “home‐made” MHD solver with many 
computational capabilities
• HIMAG (USA) ‐ “home‐made” MHD solver with many 
computational capabilities





















limited to special type






On the other side of the blanket/divertor: 

















 Large-amplitude, radially propagating magnetic field aligned filamentary structures – blobs – of 
elevated plasma pressure generated close to the last closed flux surface
 Resulting in localized power loads at plasma facing components
 Lasting influence on the chamber wall and other plasma facing components – particularly the 
divertor structures
 Strong demands on materials
Observed under a variety of 
conditions:
Zweben Phys. Fluids 28 974 (1985); Zweben et al. 
PPCF 49, S1 (2007); Garcia, Plasma Fusion Res. 4, 
019 (2009); D’Ippolito et al. Phys Plasmas 18, 060501 
(2011); Vianello et al. Nucl. Fus. 57 116014 (2017).
Cross field transport of particles and heat in magnetically confined hot plasmas is dominated by anomalous 
- turbulent - transport!
In the edge/SOL region the transport is strongly intermittent and characterized by:




Modelling the SOL transport and plasma 
exhaust - wishlist
 Multiscale – from the parallel connection length (tens of meters) over the 
SOL plasma gap (5‐10 cm), down to the power fall off length into the SOL 
and the wall sheath width (mm) and the ion Larmor radius (sub mm)




















HESEL [Nielsen et al. PPCF 59 (2017) 025012; Madsen et al. Phys. Plasmas 23 (2016) 032306]
GBS [Halpern et al. J. Comp. Phys. 315 (2016) 388]
Hermes [Dudson et al. PPCF 59 (2017) 054010]









Large blob events of 
significantly elevated electron 
pressure formed inside LCFS 
and propagating into the SOL. Nielsen et al. Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 59 (2017) 025012
Particle density, electron and ion temperature, plasma potential, and
the particle density flux monitored at a “probe” in mid-SOL. Strongly
intermittent fluctuations with peak values several times the
mean value - make it difficult to predict the maximum heat flux
Last 
closed 
magnetic 
surface
SOL
Fusion reactor conceptual design
• During the early stages of reactor design:
– Must explore alternative designs
– Perform important parameter trade‐offs
– Optimise sub‐system and reactor design and performance
• This is difficult if the design time is of the order of months…
– Very few design iterations
– Difficult to investigate alternatives
Need: Reactor design frameworks
– Replicate and automate the reactor design process
– Accelerate design point definition by orders of magnitude
– Enable optimisation
• Important because:
– Can accelerate the design cycle and enable actual optimisation of reactor design and sub‐systems
– Can connect various layers of knowledge and modelling (e.g. from systems codes to neutronics
codes) ensuring consistency between the different models we use to design reactors.
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BLUEPRINT reactor design process (nutshell)
PROCESS run ~10 s
2D design of major components 
using simplified shaping (e.g. BB, 
VV, TF) ~ 60 s
Equilibria optimisation and PF 
coil placement ~ 70 s 
3D CAD of major 
components ~ 30 s
Coleman andBLUEPRINT: a novel approach to fusion reactor design9) pp 26‐38
Global neutronics model 
~ 1 hour
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• Despite significant progress in the development of computational tools in each particular 
area, integration into a single computational tool is premature as no component has 
reached the desired performance level
• Common requirements for each particular area:
‐ Multi‐physics capability to cover a range of physical processes from single to multi‐effect phenomena at different 
length scales
‐ Efficiency and accuracy in reproducing the time‐dependent behaviour with broad ranges of involved time scales
‐ Ability to cover ranges up to high values of specific parameters (dimensionless numbers, neutron dose and dose‐
rate,  stress and strain, temperature gradients …) 
‐ Ability to handle complex geometries
‐ Sufficient computational speed
‐ Complete verification and extensive validation
• This should not stop from aiming towards a strong coupling of codes, even though the first 
attempts may need to be limited to simple coupling scenarios, or reduced computational 
models
• Integration strategies and attributes need to be evaluated in dedicated studies; at least in 
materials machine learning techniques may open new ways
Are we ready to make an integrated 
computational tool to fully serve our needs?
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